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QUESTION 1

What does it mean that an interface is synchronous? 

A. Requesting program must wait for a reply 

B. Requesting program always receives immediate response 

C. Requests are processed randomly 

D. Requests are processed in parallel 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following is a typical deadlock situation? 

Situation 1: 

Transaction A waiting for resource_2 and Transaction B waiting for resource_1 while resource_1 is held by 

Transaction C and resource_2 is held by 

Transaction B 

Situation 2: 

Transaction A waiting for resource_1 and Transaction B waiting for resource_2 while resource_1 is held by 

Transaction B and resource_2 is held by 

Transaction C 

Situation 3: 

Transaction A Waiting for resource_2, Transaction B waiting for resource_3, Transaction C waiting for 

resource_1 ,while resource_1 ,resource_2 and resource_3 are held by Transactions A, B and C 

respectively. 

Situation 4: 

Transaction B waiting for resource_1 and Transaction C waiting for resource 2 while resource_1 is held by 

Transaction C and resource_2 is held by 

Transaction A 

A. Situation 1 

B. Situation 2 
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C. Situation 3 

D. Situation 4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

It becomes apparent that the deadline to implement and test all the functions required for an application is at risk. Which
of the following is the best course of action? 

A. Inform management that more people are required. 

B. Inform management that some functions will not have been tested when the system isimplemented. 

C. Inform management thatthe deadline has to be changed. 

D. Inform the team and the sponsor aboutthe problem and discuss possible solutions. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What happens after the following statements? 

DCLI,J CHAR(5) INIT(\\'54321\\'); 

I = J; 

PUT LIST(l); 

A. 54321 will be printed. 

B. 5.4321E+04 will be printed. 

C. CONVERSION condition will be raised. 

D. SIZE condition will be raised. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A program reads a GSAM dataset sequentially, reads complementary information from DB2- Databases and uses this
information to update an IMS-Database, At the end of the program statistics about how many records have been read
and how many IMS-Segments have been updated should be printed. The program should write checkpoints regularly
and should be restartable. Which of the following groups of information saved when the checkpoint is written will provide
enough information to be able to restart the program correctly? 

A. The key of the last record read from the GSAM dataset and the key of the last IMS segment changed. 
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B. The number of records read from the GSAM dataset and the number of IMS segmentschanged. 

C. The number of records read from the GSAM dataset, the key of the last record read from the GSAM dataset and the
key of the last IMS segment updated. 

D. The key of the last IMS segment changed and the number of segments changed. 

Correct Answer: B 
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